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**ABSTRACT**

**Background:** Smoking is one of the leading causes of disease and death in the world. There is a growing trend of smoking in Iran, especially among youth and women. This study has been conducted to identify the factors related to smoking and solutions that can lead to its control in Tehran.

**Methods:** This study was conducted qualitatively from August 2015 to August 2016 in Tehran. The data collection tool included cognitive interviews and deep, semi-structured interviews. The participants consisted of 7 men and 5 women who smoked cigarettes; they were selected through purposive sampling with maximum diversity and snowball technique which continued until data saturation. The data was analyzed through qualitative conventional content analysis.

**Results:** Two main classes with 15 subclasses were extracted from the participants’ responses. The causes of smoking and the solutions for its control are evaluated along these two classes. The subclasses include factors like being accustomed to smoking, considering smoking as a normal behavior, easy access to cigarettes, recreation and entertainment; lack of recreational facilities, way of relaxing, increasing the price of cigarettes, the importance of making cigarettes scarce, and cultural and individual volition.

**Conclusion:** Being accustomed to smoking and considering it as an entertainment are the most important causes of smoking, and the importance of creating an anti-smoking culture and individual volition have been introduced as the most important solutions for controlling smoking in Tehran. Furthermore, it seems that reducing the public access to cigarette through various ways such as increasing the price, reducing the imports, the decline in production and supply, as well as creating a culture against smoking can reduce the amount of smoking considerably.
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Introduction

Smoking is one of the leading causes of diseases and death.\(^1\) The World Health Organization has estimated that annually more than 4 million people die because of tobacco use and this value will be increased to 10 million people per year until 2030.\(^2\) Many of the deaths related to cigarette occur in countries with middle and low income.\(^3\)

The prevalence of smoking in Iran has been reported to be approximately 12% in people over 15 years old and the average daily consumption is 13.2 cigarettes.\(^4\) 67% of Iranian men smoke for the first time at 14 years of age\(^5\) and 80% of them begin smoking before 20 years of age.\(^6\) Almost 429 million dollars are spent each year on smoking in Iran.\(^7\)

But to fight smoking, if policies of controlling tobacco are executed as a part of the comprehensive plan, tobacco use can be reduced effectively. The increase of cigarette price with the increase of tax and introducing laws prohibiting smoking indoors and banning smoking in public places have been the most effective factors to reduce total rate of smoking.\(^8\) The results of previous studies have indicated that in the long run, limitations on advertisement and increase of tax can reduce the rate of smoking. Although limitations on advertisement usually reduce smoking indirectly and affect market boom, the increase of cigarette tax reduces the rate of smoking directly and has no effect on the market boom.\(^9\)

This research aims to identify the causes of smoking among users of this tobacco substance and the solutions for its control. The study has attempted to find the root of the spread of smoking in Iran and tried to introduce operational solutions to control tobacco use in the country. In the present study, unlike most previous research, it has been considered that if the causes of smoking and the solutions for its control are directly asked from the users and planned in accordance with them, the chance of success improves for finding the roots and controlling smoking.

Methods

The present study is an explorative, qualitative study which has been conducted in Tehran. The participants consisted of people who smoked at the time of study. The sampling was conducted purposively with maximum variation and through snowball technique. There were 12 participants who smoked cigarettes, of them 7 were male and 5 females.

Cognitive and deep semi-structured interviews were used to collect the data. Interviews were recorded with the permission of the participants. Before the beginning of an interview, testimonials containing an explanation about the purpose of the study, the complete introduction of the researcher, an explanation about the way of performing the research and the advantages and disadvantages of conducting the research were given to the participants. They were asked to study the testimonials and sign if they wanted or orally say that they were ready to participate in the interview. Generally, the time of the interviews was variable from half an hour to an hour. Some samples of the questions in the interview guide which had been considered for the smokers are: Why do you smoke? How can smoking be controlled in the country in your opinion? The next questions were asked based on the initial answers by the participants and the interview guide. Also, based on the need in the interviews, probing questions such as “what do you mean?” or “could you please explain more?” were used. Sampling was continued until data saturation and the best semantic unit was selected.

The conventional qualitative content analysis was used to analyze the qualitative data. First, the audio files of the interviews were transcribed on paper and then, with the careful study of the texts which included in the analysis units, the researcher tried to achieve an overall sense from them. Then, the text of the interviews was organized through open coding. The extracted codes were managed through a software for organizing text data MAXQDA12. Frequent study of the extracted codes helped in the recognition of the similarities and differences between them and in classification. Eventually, with the development of the analysis process, the relation
among the classes was determined and then hidden themes in the interviews were extracted. The data was validated through credibility and reliability. For the credibility of the findings, member checking and peer review were used. To evaluate the verifiability or the audit trail, the researcher tried to accurately record and report the research path and made decisions on this path in order to provide the possibility of follow-up studies by other researchers.

The average age of the smokers in this study was 34 years. There were 7 males and 5 females, 8 singles and 4 married, 9 Persian and 3 non-Persians. Their education levels ranged from illiterate to PhD. The average age of starting smoking in the participants was 21 years old, the average daily consumption of cigarettes was 11 cigarettes, and the average daily cost of cigarettes was 1,900 Tomans. Ten participants would bear the cost of their cigarettes by themselves and the two others would depend on their close relatives (spouse or parent) (Table1).

Results

Findings in the research can be placed under two main classes and 15 separate subclasses, each one of them is explained below.

The First Class: The Causes of Smoking

The First Subclass: Being Accustomed to Smoking

Being accustomed to smoking is the most important cause which both male and female smokers have announced for smoking. The smokers believed that being accustomed to smoking is the most important cause for the continuous use of the tobacco. “Cigarette is a habit for me; if I don’t smoke it seems I’ve lost something,” said one of the smokers (smoker 1). Another smoker (smoker 12) said: “I’ve got used to smoking and can’t quit.” Based on the experience of the participants, cigarette creates a great mental tension in people and in the time that a person is not smoking cigarettes, the smoker feels that she or he has lost something.

The Second Subclass: Considering Smoking as Normal Behavior

Two of the smokers believed that cigarette is a normal thing and smoking is considered a normal behavior too: “Smoking is a normal action,” they said (smokers 6 and 11). These people consider cigarette as an issue is neither good or positive nor bad or negative.

The Third Subclass: Easy Access to Cigarettes

Easy access to cigarettes in each time and place is a very important cause identified by the smokers. Except for one, all the smokers believed that they have easy access to cigarettes. “Nowadays finding cigarettes is easier than a piece of cake,” said one of them (smoker 4). “I’ve seen even high school girls buy cigarettes from a shop,” said another (smoker 2).

Among the 12 smokers that we interviewed, only one had no easy access to cigarettes, but only because he would smoke the contraband Marlboro cigarettes and he had to go to Enghelab Square to buy that brand from a specific store. Except for this one case, the interviewed people had super easy access to cigarettes. When the smokers were asked if they had easy access to cigarettes, they smiled meaningfully and looked surprised and then, responded yes, they do have very easy access to cigarettes.

The Fourth Subclass: Recreation and Entertainment; Lack of Recreational Facilities

Another cause, which the smokers expressed for their smoking, was using cigarettes for recreation and entertainment. Smoking is considered to be a fun behavior and also as an entertainment. Some of them knew that the lack of alternative healthy recreation caused their smoking. When they are sitting in a park, in the house or taking a short break at work, lighting a cigarette is an enough for them and makes them continue smoking. They know it as a hobby or means of entertainment. One of them (smoker 6), who had smoked cigarettes for more than 50 years, said: “the pleasure of smoking is as scratching the part of the leg which is itching and even more pleasure the smoker achieves when he is smoking and this event occurs in his throat.” Another participant (smoker 3) said: “smoking is a
type of entertainment.” Four out of the 12 interviewed people would consider smoking as a recreation and entertainment.

The Fifth Subclass: To Relax
Another cause for smoking proffered by the participants was to achieve relaxation. Eight participants expressed that they smoke to relax. “Cigarette is a tool which makes humans relaxed,” said one (smoker 7). “When you are in mourning ceremony or a wedding ceremony, your body needs to smoke, when you become happy or sad, you want cigarette,” said another (smoker 3). Another smoker (smoker 1) said: “I smoke to become relaxed.” These words show that any fluctuation in person’s a mental state, including sadness and happiness, can cause smoking so that the smokers smoke both in sadness and in happiness in public or in solitude to relax. Some of them would smoke in order to pacify anger and again become relaxed. Of course, this cause is not justifiable sometimes and they had no answer when the participants were asked “do you become angry 20 times per day?” or “do you need to pacify it with 20 cigarettes?”

The Sixth Subclass: Disregard for information and known harm of smoking
Four smokers who participated in our research believed that cigarettes are harmful and smoking is equal to damaging health. They defined cigarette a harmful thing. Another elderly participant (smoker 10) said: “Smoking is nothing but loss and pain.” It is interesting that the participants know the harmfulness of cigarette but they use it. Nine participants believed that smoking is inappropriate behavior and a bad action. These smokers considered their smoking behavior to be bad. One of the participants (smoker 10) said: “Smoking is an action in vain.” All those who believed smoking is an inappropriate action became sad while admitting that fact.

The Seventh Subclass: Being Affected by Friends and Family
Nine participants knew that their smoking behavior related to their friends and families. Many of the participants had fathers who smoked and had learnt to smoke from them. A participant (smoker 4) said: “My father use to smoke at home.” Some other participants had experienced smoking for the first time due to the encouragement from and the companionship of their friends. A participant (smoker 7) who was a young man said: “I smoked for the first time with my friends in university.” It is interesting that when we asked him to participate in the interview he was smoking with his friends. Some female participants expressed that they have experienced smoking as an adventure with friends of the same age, the action which maybe never they would have dared to do alone. A participant (smoker 7) said: “Once we went to a party with friends and smoked to know how it feels.”

The Eighth Subclass: For Self-Injury
Self-injury was expressed as one of the causes of smoking by the interviewed women. In this regard, if someone becomes too upset and decides to avenge her/himself, community, or the family, she or he commits self-injury in the form of smoking. This is a type of intentional harm and injury to self. It is very interesting that only women and girls consider smoking as self-injury. A woman (smoker 10) who was smoking when we interviewed her said: “Once a person drove me extremely mad and since I couldn’t pacify my anger by direct retaliation, I went somewhere and smoked for the first time and through this I took revenge from and myself.” She added: “Someone pulls her hair when angry and another one beats his head against the wall and I’ve selected this way to pacify anger and for revenge.” Another participant (smoker 9) believed: “Being a smoker is nothing but harming yourself and your health.” This strange perception of smoking, which is a quite true perception, is a realistic admission. Another participant (smoker 12) added: “I smoke in order to damage myself.”
The Ninth Subclass: Sense of Dignity and Pride
A participant (smoker 7) believed that smoking can cause dignity and pride for the smoker. The action that can admit the person to a group of adults and be introduced is an action that makes him feel proud. “Some people will smoke in order to feel dignity,” he stated.

The Second Class: Solutions to Control Smoking from the Perspective of Smokers
This class evaluates solutions, which, from the perspective of the smokers, can help control smoking. This class has been formed from six subclasses.

The First Subclass: Importance of Individual Volition in Control of Smoking
In this regard, the smokers who participated in the research said that the smoker and her or his volition are the most important factors controlling smoking. A smoker (smoker 11) said: “Nothing can make a smoker to quit unless he has the will to do that, even if many legislations are made.” Another smoker (smoker 4) said: “The smoker must have the will to quit smoking.” The high amount of smokers’ vote for individual volition in controlling smoking shows the importance of will in withdrawal from cigarettes.

The Second Class: The Importance of Culture in Controlling Smoking
Five smokers believed that a culture should be made to control smoking in the society. In this regard, a smoker (smoker 4) said: “The best way to fight against smoking is by creating an anti-smoking culture.” Another smoker (smoker 3) stated: “If we want to control smoking, [the anti-smoking] culture should be made everywhere.”

The Third Subclass: The Importance of Making Cigarettes Rare and Scarce
A smoker (smoker 1) said: “Cigarettes should be expensive the price of each cigarette should be 10 thousands of Tomans and no one should be able to find and buy it.” He believed that cigarettes should become expensive, scarce and even rare, in order not to be so easily available for youth and adolescents.

The Fourth Subclass: The Importance of Reducing Excessive Imports to Control Smoking
One participant (smoker 6) said: “Illicit cigarettes should not be allowed to be imported and found in the market so easily.” He believed that excessive imports of cigarettes to the country whether legally or illegally increase accessibility to cigarettes and makes smoking somewhat an epidemic.

The Fifth Subclass: The Importance of Preventing Smoking in Public Places to Control Smoking
One participant (smoker 11) said: “People shouldn’t be allowed to smoke wherever they will.” He believed that places and time of smoking should be controlled and monitored.

The Sixth Subclass: The Importance of Making Alternative Entertainment to Control Smoking
One participant (smoker 12): “When there is no healthy entertainment in the country or they are expensive, people turn to cigarettes. If alternative entertainment is provided, people will smoke less.” (Table2).
Table 1. A sample of coding and classification (The first class: Accustomed to smoking)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Obtained class</th>
<th>Extracted codes</th>
<th>The full text of consumers’ response</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Accustomed to smoking</td>
<td>It’s a habit.</td>
<td>First of all, it is relaxation and in order to achieve relaxation. But now it’s a <strong>habit</strong>. If I don’t smoke I become frustrated and it seems I’ve lost something. For example, a time I decided to not smoke and I endured a day or two but since the third day I became frustrated and nervous and I used to feel I’ve lost something and when I puffed a cigarette I felt now I’ve achieved the required relaxation. My nervousness decreased. Even it’s stated that cigarette is a kind of addiction and a type of narcotic substance. It is said that addiction to drugs can be withdrawn but cigarette withdrawal is very difficult. I know some people who have withdrawn drug use also they had been intravenous drug users and now they’ve become clean of drugs but say that aren’t able to quit cigarette.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I’m accustomed to.</td>
<td>It doesn’t know why smoke. When I’m puffing like its taste and <strong>I’m accustomed to it</strong>. It is as if a person likes a music genre but another one doesn’t like it. Person who likes that genre of course is enjoyable for him. Just like that certainly it is not pleasant for the smoker that doesn’t smoke or hates or despises like my father.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It’s a habit.</td>
<td>More it’s because of nervousness or <strong>habit</strong>. If I want to say scientifically I’ve heard the body produces nicotine and when you smoke additional nicotine enters the body and the part which produces natural nicotine for the body become lazy and artificial nicotine should be entered the body and later the body should be let and accustomed to reform and return to the initial state.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Main classes and Subclasses of the research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Topic of class</th>
<th>Topic of subclass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1      | Causes of smoking | Accustomed to smoking  
Easy access to cigarette  
Considering smoking as a normal behavior  
Recreation and entertainment; lack of recreational facilities |
| 2      | Control solutions of smoking | To relax  
Inattention to knowledge and beliefs  
Affected by friends and family  
For self-injury  
Sense of dignity and pride |
|        |                 | Importance of individual volition in controlling smoking  
Importance of making culture in controlling smoking  
Importance of making cigarettes rare and scarce  
Importance of decline in excessive imports in controlling smoking  
Importance of preventing smoking in public places in controlling smoking  
Importance of making alternative entertainment in controlling smoking |
Discussion

The participants identified various causes for smoking. All of them expressed that somehow falling into the habit is the most important cause of smoking. They couldn’t quit this habit. Certainly, at least one time, each had decided to quit smoking. But none of them succeeded because getting accustomed to smoke builds a very strong habit. Onal et al. (2002) have mentioned in their research that 36% of students at the University of Istanbul, of them 46% male and 26% female, were accustomed to smoking. Certainly, since smoking makes a hard and strong habit for the smokers, and spreads quickly in society, day by day a larger part of resources is spent on smoking and the number of smokers keeps increasing. A person who begins to smoke can’t give up easily. When we attempted to find people who had quit smoking for good, we could hardly find a person. It seems that smokers smoke because they smoked for the first time and got accustomed to it. A habit like this can be very difficult to quit because of severe physical and psychological addiction and dependence on it.

Approximately, all smokers stated that they have easy access to cigarettes. This issue can be considered as the most important cause of smoking. Now, the relation between access to cigarettes and smoking is very simple in Iran, especially when we combine the issue with the price factor. We can see that readily-available and cheap cigarettes help increase the number of smokers. In Iran, each store, shop and supermarket sell various brands of cigarettes and prices of these cigarettes are not higher than 4,500 Tomans for a pack. If the cigarettes were sold in certain places that were not easily accessible and there were some limitations for buying cigarettes, at least the number of smokers and the number of the cigarettes they smoke would have been much lower than it is at present. We must consider the fact that when a smoker is walking in the city and crave cigarettes, every 50 steps he faces a shop to buy it from. If there were only one seller in each neighbourhood or area of town and the smoker was forced to travel longer distances to obtain cigarettes, the number of cigarettes smoked would go down. When the smoker doesn’t have a cigarette, she or he postpones smoking to some extent. Saunders (2011) has concluded in his research that boys access cigarettes by stealing cigarettes from parents and girls by giving money to others to buy cigarettes for them easily. Therefore, based on the results of this study, if we limit sale and accessibility of cigarettes in Iran so that the smokers hardly have access to cigarettes, the extent of use, the number of cigarettes smoked, and the prevalence of smoking will be reduced automatically.

Another cause which the participants identified in relation with smoking is that smoking is a recreational tool. They turn to smoking when they need entertainment and recreation. But Hammal et al. (2008) in their research have mentioned that the users of hookah in Syria knew their action as an enjoyable social experience which has a root in culture, but they considered smoking cigarettes as a sign of a depressed individual and physical addiction. Certainly, entertainment is an important need for individuals and people turn to entertainment due to hardships, rigours of work, business or education, and to discharge their physical and mental pressures. If society provides cheap, healthy, interesting, and useful avenues of entertainments and encourages people to use them optimally, there will be very few users of harmful entertainment such as cigarettes and drugs.

Instead, in a society like ours where there are fewer recreational facilities that are interesting to the youth as well as being expensive, people turn to the cheapest and the most accessible entertainment. Cigarettes, as a cheap readily-available substance, can be the most important alternative. A young person may be exhausted by routine work, education or study, and yet recreation resources are not available or they are expensive, so, they can easily and cheaply buy a pack of cigarettes from a newsstand and derive the desired pleasure. Certainly, an entertainment with the price of 4500 Tomans available in any alley is cheaper and more accessible than the entertainment.
in the only water park with the ticket price of 50,000 Tomans located far away. So, everyone chooses the first one instead of the second. Unemployment and lack of income contribute to the problem and limits the youth’s options of more expensive entertainment. This makes them buy and smoke cigarettes more and more. Of course, it should be noted that smoking not only is not entertainment but also is a big self-deception and self-harming. But people perceive it as an entertainment and this is considered a big mistake. There should be more cultural awareness and people should be informed that the idea of entertainment by smoking is a big self-deception in reality.

Relaxation was another cause that participants identified as relevant to smoking. They acknowledged that they smoked in order to relax. Hammad et al. (2008) have mentioned in their results that unlike smokers who would smoke to manage stress, the consumers of hookah knew it as an entertainment. It should be noted that people have the misconception that if you light a cigarette when you are angry, your anger will be pacified. Even if this assumption is correct, why should the anger be pacified with smoking? Many measures can be considered to pacify anger such as study, exercise, and walking. Therefore, it can be said this is just an excuse to smoke. The smokers, who smoke a pack of cigarettes a day, definitely don’t become angry 20 times daily, and possibly there are days when they don’t become angry. This is a false and deceptive reason to smoke a harmful substance, which many smokers mentioned. In many movies, the important characters light a cigarette when they are angry and achieve outward and sham relaxation. For decades this has led to the false conception that when you become angry you can light a cigarette to pacify your anger. The youth are also being affected by these scenes since they imitate these actions and become dependent on cigarettes.

For some participants, their smoking was related to what they learnt and imbibed from friends and family. These people have friends, parents or siblings who smoke. They had learnt this behavior from others. They knew that the reason they took up smoking is because they were affected by others. Cremers et al. (2015) have mentioned in their results that among the boys who have never smoked, the positive attitude to cigarettes leads to smoking. But in girls who have never smoked, if they have the conception that smoking leads to very few complications, they smoke a lot. The intention of smoking for the boys who had never smoked is related to the perception of social norms. For the girls who had never smoked, their intention is strongly related to the smoking habit of people around them. Watanabe et al. (2013) have mentioned in their results that smoking among the participants have had a significant relation with the variable of having a smoker in the family. The youth are the worst-affected segment of the population in this regard. They learn, get socialized about, and initiate smoking and internalize the habit. Smoking in presence of the youth, adolescents and children, in addition to damage from secondary smoke, makes them vulnerable to learning and initiating smoking. Smoking is very contagious. Smoking in presence of others, especially the youth, leads them to smoke somehow. Therefore, special limitations must be imposed to control smoking in the presence of others.

In this research, women emphasized that they smoke for revenge and self-injury. No male smoker stated that he smokes for self-injury. This claim was common only among the female participants. Those women and girls who have been oppressed or had difficulties forced on them have the tendency to smoke and they do it in their solitude. The empowerment of women can make them feel more in control of their lives and prevent their tendency to smoke. It is strange that a person smokes only for self-injury. To harm the self knowingly, not for pleasure or fun, can be a dangerous cause for smoking. This action can be mentioned as a type of gradual suicide. Psychologists and sociologists have to analyze why only women have known self-injury as an
important cause of smoking while men consider other causes.

Another factor identified by the participants is a sense of pride and megalomania associated with smoking. Since smoking is a common behavior among adults, the youth consider themselves to be in the group of adults simply by the virtue of smoking and they feel important. The photographs and movies of some of the great artists and scientists taken while they smoked lend credence to this feeling and there is a tendency to smoke in order to show off. A 15-year-old likes to be accepted as an adult by the society and may decide to use cigarettes as a tool for achieving that goal quickly. It is obvious that not only smoking has no dignity and pride, but it also is shameful. Who can claim that entering 4,000 types of poison into the body deliberately is a kind of honour and pride? The proliferation of the idea that smoking not only causes no dignity and pride but also is a big shame and dishonour can be an important factor in controlling smoking.

But various answers have been received from the smokers regarding fighting against the spread of smoking and controlling it. They have emphasized that the creation of an anti-smoking culture, individual volition, legislation, and pricing are relevant solutions. The results of this research indicate that setting limitations on cigarette advertisements and increase in tax can reduce smoking; the difference is that limitations on advertisements lead to the decline in smoking indirectly, but an increase in tax reduces smoking directly.\(^7\) Lopez et al. (2010) have mentioned in their research that poor performance in school, having relation with a pro-smoker, and the failure to understand the serious concerns of smoking are directly associated with smoking.\(^13\)

But all the mentioned factors are important in order to fight and control smoking. At an individual level, people should smoke less or quit and this needs a strong will. On a larger scale, the authorities are required to create an anti-smoking culture, spread information about the harms of smoking and prevent the spread of smoking among people. For pricing and legislations, the authorities should provide conditions in a way that smoking to be not so easy that all people are able to smoke. It seems that the effect of protection and surveillance is much higher than individual volition. One example of the authorities’ interference is the control on the smuggling of cigarettes into the country. Like other products, cigarettes are smuggled into the country in large quantities and its difference with other smuggled goods is that smuggled cigarettes not only ruin the national industry but also destroy people’s health.

The most important limitation of this research was that female smokers didn’t cooperate with the researcher most of the times and even male smokers didn’t allow the researcher to record their voice in some cases.

**Conclusion**

In this paper, the causes of smoking and the solutions for its control have been evaluated through deep interview with 12 male and female smokers. The smokers stated some causes for smoking: getting accustomed to smoking, easy access to cigarettes, having no alternative entertainment, getting relief through smoking, not paying enough attention to the damages caused by smoking, being affected by others and taking up smoking, megalomania and a sense of pride derived from smoking, considering smoking as a normal behavior, and self-injury through smoking. They suggested some solutions to control smoking: the importance of individual volition, the creation of an anti-smoking culture, making cigarettes scarce and expensive, preventing excessive imports of cigarettes into the country, preventing smoking in public places, and replacing it with healthy avenues of entertainment.

Among the findings, there was an especial emphasis on five factors. Among the causes of smoking, all 12 spoke about getting accustomed to smoking, 11 spoke about easy access to cigarettes and 9 spoke about being affected by friends and family members. Among the solutions suggested by smokers to control smoking, five participants spoke...
about the importance of the creation of an anti-smoking culture and four spoke about the importance of individual volition. These were the highest frequencies. Among the causes, somehow all participants mentioned the factor of habit and confessed to feeling dependent on cigarettes. They knew that this form of tobacco is very easily accessible and in introducing the factor of taking up smoking, they said they started smoking by being affected by others. It is obvious that if a substance so addictive is available easily and can be bought and smoked in the shortest amount of time and with minimal cost, it will spread rapidly. It is a grave problem in a young society such as Iran where peer influence and peer pressure are high.

Therefore, despite the present smokers in this research having emphasized on individual volition to quit smoking the creation of an anti-smoking culture, some other solutions can be suggested. For one, there can be interdictions that prevent people from starting smoking so that the habit (as the strongest factor of smoking based on the findings of this research) is not formed. Making cigarettes more expensive and limiting sale can limit access to cigarettes. The youth and teenagers must be trained about the dangers of smoking and how to refuse to take it up as a habit. Through heavy taxes for cigarettes and making laws to limit the distribution and sale of cigarettes, some countries like Australia and Turkey have succeeded in controlling the spread and consumption of tobacco. They have become ideal examples of fighting against smoking in the world and should be emulated.
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